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INTRODUCTION

The importance of design for instructional programs
— whether on campus or online or at a distance — increases
with the possible combinations of students, content, skills to

Instructional design —as a profession and a process—

multidisciplinary profession combining knowledge of the
learning process, humans as learners, and the characteristics

-
rists providing the philosophical bases for this knowledge

The theorists providing the educational and research bases

Instructional design offers a structured approach to
analyzing an instructional problem and creating a design
for meeting the instructional content and skill needs of a

explicit guidance on how to better help people learn and

BACKGROUND 

This entry describes a multi-level design process for online
and distance learning programs that builds on a philosophical
base grounded in learning theory, instructional design, and the

-

on traditional instructional design principles, as described by

the principles of technological innovation and the processes

This entry describes a six-level design process promoting
congruency and consistency at the institution, infrastructure,

a set of principles and questions derived from that framework

SIX LEVELS OF DESIGN

-

Figure 1. Six levels of design for learning
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group or individuals usually responsible for the design at that

teaching and learning that are consistent with the institutional
mission and consistent with the expectations of the students

Level One: Institutional Design

The design work to be done at an institutional level is similar
-

tutional planning generally begins with an institution’s current
visionandmissionstatementsand thenproceeds throughadata
collection and input process that addresses a set of questions
such as the following:

Institutional Questions:

• What programs and services comprise our primary      

• To what societal needs and goals is our institution at-
tempting to respond?

• What life goals are most of our students working to
achieve?

• What type of learning experiences are our students
searching for?

• What changes in our infrastructure are needed to match
our desired services, programs, and students?

• Does our institution have any special core competen-
cies, resources, or missions that are unique regionally
or nationally that might form the basis for specialized
online and distance programs? What are the strengths
of our mature faculty? Of our young faculty?

Level Two: Infrastructure Design

communication services, and servers are neutral as far as hav-

elementsof theenvironment that impact the teachingandlearn-
ing experiences of faculty and students and the staff supporting

• -

• Design of administrative services, including admission
-

•  Design of physical spaces for program launching events,
hands-on, lab, or network gathering events, as well as

Physical and Digital Plants

Infrastructuredesignforonlineanddistanceteachingandlearn-
ing programs focuses on the design of the network and Web

classrooms, libraries, and gathering spaces for the delivery

online infrastructures is that they support an unparalleled new

know that a “digital plant” infrastructure is needed to support

that this new digital plant needs to be designed, built, planned,

programs cannot be done with what some have called “budget

-
mentation of a plan for technology support on campus costs

Components of a Digital Infrastructure

What exactly is a digital plant infrastructure? One way of
describing this infrastructure is to think of it in four major cat-
egories of personal communication tools, networks, hardware

digital infrastructure is the group of individuals who make the

Personal communication tools and applications:

• Will all students have their own computer? Their own
laptop?

• -
cessingapplications,mail,Webapplications,researching
on the Internet? With collaborative tools and with one or
more course management systems?

Networks that provide access to Web applications and 
resources and to remote, national, and global networks:

• What physical wired or wireless networks are needed to
support Web applications, such as e-mail servers, direc-
tory servers, and Web application services?

• How often will higher bandwidths be needed for video
-
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